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ABSTRACT 

Using	four	years	of	high-precision	photometry	from	the	Kepler	mission,	we	investigate	
patterns	of	spot	activity	on	the	K1-type	subgiant	component	of	KIC	11560447,	a	short-
period	 late-type	binary	system.	Prior	to	 light	curve	 inversions,	we	test	the	validity	of	
maximum	 entropy	 reconstructions	 of	 starspots	 by	 numerical	 simulations.	 Our	
procedure	successfully	captures	up	to	three	large	spot	clusters	migrating	in	longitude.	
We	suggest	a	way	to	measure	a	lower	limit	for	stellar	differential	rotation,	using	slopes	
of	 spot	 patterns	 in	 the	 reconstructed	 time-longitude	 diagram.	 We	 find	 solar-like	
differential	 rotation	 and	 recurrent	 spot	 activity	 with	 a	 long-term	 trend	 towards	 a	
dominant	axisymmetric	spot	distribution	during	the	Kepler	period	of	observations.

KEPLER data 

• 18	quarters	Long-Cadence,	4	quarters	Short-Cadence	data	
• KEPLER	PDC	from	Multimission	Archive	at	STSci	(MAST)	
• PyKE	cross-check	for	flux	contamination	in	the	target	pixels		
• PDC-pipeline-specific	misinterpretations	fixed,	by	copying	the	pixel	mask	used	 in	a	

reliable	quarter	and	re-performing	photometry	for	the	problematic	quarters.	
• Stitching	 performed	 by	 matching	 the	 average	 flux	 of	 the	 last	 50	 points	 of	 the	

leading	quarter	to	the	first	50	points	of	the	trailing	quarter.

Introduction 

• AIMS	
• Time-resolved	photometric	mapping	of	stellar	surfaces	
• Differential	rotation	by	tracking	starspot	groups	
• Tests	of	photometric	inverse	modelling	starspot	activity,	by	forward	modelling	
• TARGET:	KIC	11560447	(Vmax	=	11m.1)	
Orbital	period																						:	~	0.5277	day	
semi-detached	binary							:		[		K1IV	+	M5V]		
Luminosity	contributions:		[			97%	+	3%				]	
Effective	temperatures				:		[4969	|	3068]	K	
Stellar	radii																											:		[		1.22	|	0.52		]	Rsun

Light curve and spot modelling 

• High-res.	spectroscopy	from	2.1-m	Otto	Struve	
Telescope	at	the	McDonald	Observatory	—>	
radial	velocities	(RV)	

• Simulataneous	{light	curve	+	RV}	solution	
• System	parameters	with	high	accuracy,	 

put	into	DoTS	code,	which	solves	for	the 
spot	filling	fraction	(normalised	for	each	LC)
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Figure 11. Three light curves (left-hand panels; black dots for SC data and
red line for the model) with the residuals from the model curve (at the bottom
of each light curve) and the corresponding surface maps reconstructed (right-
hand panels) at three different orbital epochs. Note that the middle panel
represents the light-curve modelling and the corresponding surface map for
the 30th cycle.

using the PHOEBE code, which is based on forward modelling. We
note that light-curve inversions always place the spots near the equa-
tor for nearly edge-on systems, because the latitudinal information
cannot be obtained (see Berdyugina 2005, and references therein
for a discussion of various inversion techniques).

4 R ESULTS

4.1 Activity in time and longitude

Fig. 12 shows the longitudinal distribution of the latitudinally av-
eraged relative spot filling factor, fs(φ, t), as a function of time,
along with the global and hemispheric means (right panel) and
PDFs (lower panel) for LC and SC data. The resulting patterns of
spot occupancy and hemispheric means for both data sets are in
accordance for overlapping epochs.

A conspicuous feature seen in Fig. 12 is the occasional emer-
gence and decay of spotted regions in certain longitudinal inter-
vals, such as those at median longitudes and time ranges of about
(200◦, 0.7–0.9 yr), (180◦, 1.2–1.5 yr), (150◦, 2.2–2.5 yr) and (225◦,
3.1–3.5 yr). Almost all the regions of relatively high spot filling
factor drift towards increasing longitudes, which we investigate in
Section 4.3.1.

The mean spot filling factor in opposite longitudinal hemi-
spheres centred at φ0 = 270◦ and 90◦ vary quasi-periodically
with a phase difference of 180◦. A similar pattern was men-

tioned by Ioannidis & Schmitt (2016), for the single K-dwarf
Kepler-210, which has a rotation period of about 12 d. Our sim-
ulation of drifting spot clusters indicates that such alternating vari-
ations in hemispheric spot coverage can be simply driven by dif-
ferential rotation of the dominant spot regions. However, intrin-
sic variations led by spot emergence and decay can also play a
role. This possibility deserves further studies involving numerical
simulations.

Longitudinal PDFs based on LC and SC data are shown in
Fig. 12. In spite of the smearing effect of varying rotation rates
seen in the time–longitude diagram, the PDFs indicate two ‘pre-
ferred’ longitude zones, centred roughly around 0◦ and 140◦. No
such clear preference at those longitudes was seen in the simula-
tion of two drifting clusters (Fig. 10c, lower panel), which has a
drift rate that is comparable with those of several drifting patches in
Fig. 12.

As an independent test for both the presence of preferred lon-
gitudes and the performance of DoTS, we calculated the deviation
of each light curve from an immaculate model, using the following
procedure. First, we converted the count rates for all light curves to
Kepler magnitudes, then to arbitrary fluxes. Taking the model light
curve of the 30th orbital cycle (Fig. 5), we eliminated the effect of
the spot that was fit using PHOEBE. To serve as a reference for the
observed light curves, we rescaled the resulting normalized, ‘spot-
less’ model light curve such that it partially matches with the light
curve F30(φ) (the scaling was made only to fit the part around the
secondary minimum, because the 30th cycle has a spot near primary
minimum). Calling this rescaled model curve F M

30 (φ), we calculate
the flux contrast,

CF (φ) ≡ F M
30 (φ) − Fi(φ)

F M
30 (φ)

, (3)

where Fi(φ) is the light curve (in flux units) of the ith orbital cycle,
so that positive contrast means spot darkening. The correspond-
ing magnitude difference is m30 − mi = 2.5 log (1 − CF). Free
from any artefacts due to the reconstruction procedure, CF is a dif-
ferential measure for the combination of rotational modulation of
radiative flux owing to surface inhomogeneities, and secular vari-
ations in system brightness, all relative to our reference model of
cycle 30.

The resulting CF(φ, t) is shown in Fig. 13, along with hemispheric
and full-sphere rotationally averaged values, and the longitudinal
PDF. The overall spatio-temporal match between the flux contrast
and the reconstructions in Fig. 12 validates the sensitivity of DoTS
solutions especially to the large-scale spot activity leading to ro-
tational modulation. The φ-independent (axisymmetric) variations
are in line with the variation in rotationally averaged system bright-
ness (Fig. 14a), i.e. the secular increase in the total flux contrast
is visible, especially during the final year. The PDF of flux con-
trast supports the presence of the two mildly preferred longitudes
centred at φ0 ∼ 0◦ and φ0 ∼ 140◦ (same as for reconstructions).
The asymmetric shape of each peak is consistent with the possibil-
ity that flux emergence occurs preferentially at these latitudes, but
then the prograde drifts, regardless of their origin, flatten the right
wings of both PDF peaks. However, one should also consider that
the primary eclipse is sampled by only three to four data points in
each LC light curve, so the PDF peak at these phases is possibly
affected by the lack of data at the middle of the eclipse. The hemi-
spheric mean contrast levels show essentially the same behaviour
as the corresponding ⟨fs⟩: the dominant hemisphere is interchanged,
as the spotted regions emerge with a preferential longitudinal pat-
tern and drift prograde in the orbital frame. In the final months, the
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 7, for two migrating spot groups centred at longi-
tudes 110◦ and 210◦.

the stellar parameters (e.g. limb darkening coefficients) can yield
spurious stationary patterns (e.g. Jeffers 2005).

3.3 Spot modelling: KIC 11560447

In long-term activity monitoring using photometry alone, the indi-
vidual light curves should be normalized to the maximum brightness
level, to reveal the absolute variations of the overall spot distribu-
tion. In our case, however, light curves for each orbital cycle should
be normalized to their own maximum brightness levels, because the
reconstruction algorithm of the DoTS code automatically rescales
the amplitudes of the synthetic light curves, without considering an
absolute light level. Therefore, the spot filling factors obtained in
this study measure merely the spot contrast distribution relative to
the maximum brightness detected for each orbital revolution. On the
one hand, the long-term variation of the global mean relative spot
occupancy is meaningful as long as at least one orbital epoch with
an immaculate visible hemisphere is present. On the other hand,
the spot distributions in subsequent orbits are comparable with each
other, because the emergence, evolution and longitudinal migration
of spot groups are traceable in consecutive reconstructions. Never-
theless, if a polar spot gradually develops over a number of orbital
revolutions, its axisymmetric (rotationally invariant) contribution
would not be detected in our procedure, whereas sufficiently large
spot extensions towards the equator could be captured.

In what follows, quantities plotted to display their azimuthal
distributions are all functions of the longitude of the orbital frame,
where spot groups at latitudes not synchronized with the binary
rotation period would shift in orbital phase at differing rates, as will
be explained in Section 4.3.1.

Motivated by the numerical tests, we performed photometric
mapping for the primary component of the system using the entire

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8, for two migrating spot groups in longitude at
a rate of 1◦ per orbital cycle. The black dots in (a) and (b) are offset by
+0.002 and +0.004, respectively, for clarity. The black inclined lines show
the trajectories of the geometric centres of input clusters.

Kepler data available for the system. We phased each light curve,
using the light elements given in equation (2), for both LC and SC
data sets. Photometric limb darkening lookup tables required for the
photometric mapping mode ofDoTSwere generated by considering
the Kepler limb darkening coefficients of Claret & Bloemen (2011).
We used the system parameters given in Table 2 and a spot tempera-
ture of 4000 K as found from our PHOEBE analysis. Three light-curve
models and the corresponding surface reconstructions on three dif-
ferent epochs are given in Fig. 11. The middle panel corresponds
to the 30th cycle, for which the longitude of the reconstructed spot
is in accordance with the one found from the light-curve modelling
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Figure 12. Upper panel: Time–longitude diagram of the relative spot filling
factor fs of the primary component of KIC 11560447, covering ∼2800
orbital cycles. The upper and lower colour bars represent the LC and SC
data, respectively. Right panel: the global mean ⟨fs⟩φ (offset by +0.02) for
LC (black) and SC (red) data; the hemispheric mean fs (offset by +0.005)
for central longitudes 270◦ (orange) and 90◦ (blue). Lower panel: PDFs for
the LC (upper plot) and SC data (lower plot).

amplitude of the hemispheric modulation is still visible, but highly
suppressed (Fig. 13, right panel).

4.2 Hemispheric and global variations

In Fig. 14, we compare hemispheric brightness variations with the
corresponding spot filling factors. As seen in terms of the flux con-
trast above, the rotationally averaged brightness (Fig. 14a) shows a
secular dimming, with occasional temporary depressions lasting for
a few months. We define the levels of the first and second maxima,
as the normalized fluxes averaged over orbital phase intervals [0.10,
0.45] and [0.55, 0.90], respectively, corresponding to longitudinal
intervals [198◦, 324◦] and [36◦, 162◦]. The variation of the first and
second maximum levels are shown in Fig. 14(b), and the relative
mean spot filling factor of two sets of opposite longitudinal hemi-
spheres (with centres φ0 at 270◦ versus 90◦ and 0◦ versus 180◦)
are shown in Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 14(d), respectively. The correspon-
dence between the humps in the maximum levels and those in the
spot occupancy of the relevant hemispheres is directly visible from
the plots (see Fig. 12). These humps occur more or less in parallel
with the depressions in the rotationally averaged brightness (e.g. for
S2, S3, S6, S7 and S11), which indicates hemispheric preference in

Figure 13. Time–longitude diagram for the radiative flux contrast with
respect to the model light curve of the 30th orbital cycle, from which the
spot modulation was eliminated. Both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
components emanating from surface inhomogeneities are visible in this
figure. Similar to Fig. 12, the right panel shows the global (black) and
hemispheric averages (orange and blue) of CF. The lower panel shows the
PDF of the entire data.

spot emergence, in agreement with the histograms in Figs 12 and 13.
We have found a weak anticorrelation between the first maximum
level and the mean spot coverage of the hemisphere φ0 = 270◦

(correlation coefficient −0.52). There is a stronger anticorrelation
(coefficient −0.73) between the second maximum level and the
mean spot coverage of the corresponding hemisphere φ0 = 90◦.
Considering the entire data set, we did not find a significant corre-
lation between the total brightness and the relative spot coverage.
One reason is that the latter quantity does not correspond to the ab-
solute spot occupancy, but reflects the spot occupancy relative to the
maximum of each light curve, which might well be contaminated
by axisymmetric spot distributions such as a polar cap, as discussed
in Section 4.1.

To assess the link between the variations of the maximum levels
and the spot occupancy of the corresponding hemispheres, we show
the corresponding LS periodograms in Fig. 15(a) and the rotation-
ally averaged brightness and spot occupancy in Fig. 15(b). All the
periodograms peak prominently at about 0.5 yr, which we attribute
to recurrent emergence and decay of large-scale spot regions with
typical lifetimes of 0.5 yr, as can be seen in Fig. 12. In the range 0.7–
1.4 yr, there are a number of peaks that show partial correspondence
among the maximum levels, spot coverage and the total brightness.
These periods can be related to the combined effect of recurrent
emergence and the relative rotation of spotted regions in the orbital
frame. Another possible effect related to differential rotation among
active latitudes (two-frequency beats) is discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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spot emergence, in agreement with the histograms in Figs 12 and 13.
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level and the mean spot coverage of the hemisphere φ0 = 270◦
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(coefficient −0.73) between the second maximum level and the
mean spot coverage of the corresponding hemisphere φ0 = 90◦.
Considering the entire data set, we did not find a significant corre-
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Figure 16. Measurements of longitudinal drift rates using the LC spot
filling fractions (see Fig. 12). The shaded regions correspond to spot filling
factors higher than 0.025, and the red dots to the median longitudes through
which the black lines are fit.

of |λsync|, the drift direction for the majority (minority) of spot
groups is written in italic (normal) characters. In our case of mostly
prograde drifts (Fig. 12), the scheme would imply the following
two possibilities: (i) solar-like surface shear with a high-latitude
|λsync|; (ii) antisolar shear with a low-latitude |λsync|. In the first case,
streaking patterns with lower slopes are located at high latitudes,
and the most rapidly shifting spots are at the lowest active latitudes.
When there is a significantly uneven latitudinal distribution of spots,
the distribution of prograde and retrograde spots could differ from
the basic scheme presented here.

To measure the rates of longitudinal drifts, we filtered the spot
occupancy map (Fig. 12) with a lower cut-off filling factor of 0.025.
Fig. 16 shows 37 linear fits using LC data, and 12 fits for the SC
data, by manually choosing start/end times and longitudes out of
the filtered data (shaded regions). For each time-step, the procedure
finds the median points (red dots) and fits a line to these points
(black-coloured), using the linear least-squares method.

Table A1 shows the results of the procedure, listing the me-
dian time (yr), lifetime (d), median longitude and longitudinal ex-
tent (deg), relative rotation rate with respect to the orbital rate,
"#i = #i − #orb and the standard deviation in longitude of the
median points from the linear fit. The detected range of relative
rotation rate is [−1.35, 2.44], which spans 3.◦79 d−1 between the
lowest and highest rates detected. We interpret this value as a rough
estimate for the lower limit of SDR. In terms of relative differential
rotation, "#i/#orb, this lower limit amounts to about 0.006.

Fig. 17 shows histograms for "#i, based on LC (NLC = 37
measurements) and SC (NSC = 12) data separately, and their sum.
There is an overlap of a few regions in the two data sets (see Ta-
ble A1). From the LC data set, we find a mean relative rotation
rate of v̄ ≃ 0.◦555 d−1 with the standard deviation of the mean as
σv̄/

√
NLC ≃ 0.◦127 d−1. Based on the SDR hypothesis, the his-

tograms show that the majority of spot regions that we considered
are not far from λsync, and/or that "#/# is significantly lower than
on the Sun. We have also carried out an independent fit proce-
dure using all the points exceeding the threshold (instead of median
points) and we obtained very similar histograms to those in Fig. 17.

4.3.2 Frequency domain: the latitudinal rotation pattern

We applied a LS periodogram to the entire model-subtracted
data set, F M

30 − Fi , which allows us to investigate the full power

Figure 17. Histograms of rotation rate in the orbital frame, based on the
LC (light-shaded) and SC (dark-shaded turquoise) data. The SC histogram
lies completely within the LC histogram. The sums of both data sets are also
shown by the solid line (unshaded).

spectrum with the eclipse effects largely eliminated. Fig. 18(a)
shows two parts from the LS periodogram, with actual data and with
an oversampling factor of 10. There are several peaks in the vicinity
of the orbital period that can be ascribed to rotational modulation
owing to spot groups with different angular velocities, possibly as
a result of different latitudes. However, the actual period resolution
is about 10−5 d, leaving any closely packed multiple peaks near the
orbital first harmonic unresolved. In addition, there are a few peaks
in the harmonic range, which result from frequency couplings in
the orbital-period range. For instance, the central isolated peak near
0.2635 d is due to a modulation of p1 with porb.

To estimate the type of SDR, we apply the procedure recently pro-
posed by Reinhold & Arlt (2015) and further investigated by Santos
et al. (2017). The method is based on the argument that lower lati-
tude spots lead to fewer sine-shaped rotational modulations, which
imparts more power into harmonics, hence increasing the power
ratio of the first harmonic to the fundamental (rotational) period.
Comparing periods of the highest peaks (near the stellar rotation
period) and the related power ratios, the method aims to identify the
sign of differential rotation (see Santos et al. 2017, for limitations
and possible ambiguities). We identified two peaks with the highest
power for the region near the orbital period (Fig. 18a, lower panel),
p1, p2 and the comparison region near its first harmonic (half the or-
bital period; Fig. 18a). The first harmonics of the two highest peaks,
at p′

1 and p′
2, fall within ±10−4 of the corresponding half-periods.

This is far below the ±10−2 detection threshold used for a large
sample of single stars by Reinhold & Arlt (2015). Considering the
peaks (p1, p2), we find primary to harmonic peak height (h) ratios
(rk := h(p′

k)/h(pk)) of r1 = 0.039 and r2 = 0.024. This means that
p1 emanates from a spot that causes less sinusoidal rotational mod-
ulation and thus lies at a lower latitude than the spot responsible
for p2. Because p1 < p2, we find solar-like differential rotation for
the K1-type subgiant component.4 Combining this indication with
our detection that the majority of drifts are in a prograde sense
(Figs 12 and 17), the scheme outlined in Table 3 implies that λsync is
a higher latitude compared to the mean latitude of spots that leads
to rotational modulation (the second case in the list).

4 Upon our request, T. Reinhold (private communication) has confirmed our
result by kindly applying their generalized LS periodogram procedure.
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Figure 18. (a) LS periodogram for model-subtracted LC data; grey curves
are for an oversampling factor of 10. The orbital period and its first harmonic
are marked by a thin vertical line. (p1, p2) and (p′

1, p
′
2) denote the first

two strongest peaks near the orbital period, and their corresponding first
harmonics, respectively. The vertical dashed lines show intervals with half-
width 10−4 d around the half-periods. (b) LS periodogram applied to the
simulated drifting spot clusters in Fig. 10(b). The vertical lines from panel
(a) are kept for comparison.

The observed range [p1, p2] of rotation periods corresponds to a
differential rotation of 2.◦77 d−1, which is not far from the estimated
range of 3.◦79 d−1 obtained in Section 4.3.1 using longitudinal shifts.
Fig. 18(b) shows the same period ranges for the thousand-cycle
simulation presented in Fig. 10. The strongest peak corresponds to
about 1.◦9 d−1 (same as the input) relative rotation rate of both spot
clusters, and it is very close to the location of the observed p1 in
Fig. 18(a). The peak in Fig. 18(b) between p′

1 and p′
2 is due to half

the orbital period, and shows that the eclipse effects are not fully
avoided, even though we subtract the model light curve. So, we
add a note of caution concerning the applicability of the method of
Reinhold & Arlt (2015), which they applied to single stars.

Persistent spot activity in pairs of latitudinal bands in the same
rotational hemisphere can lead to low-frequency beats, resembling
dynamo-related cycles. To investigate this possibility, we calculated
limits for the period of such a beat wave, when the frequency pairs
(p1, p2) in Fig. 18(a) and a close pair (p2 and its short-period neigh-
bour) are taken at their face value. This results in a period interval
of (0.7, 3.0) yr, which means that the peaks falling into this range in

Figure 19. Left panel: the upper plot show a time series of the seasonal
periods (FWHMs of the determined peaks in periodograms are shown with
shaded vertical bands) and the lower plot shows the mean system brightness.
The standard deviations of the means are of the order of 10−4 mag (vertical
lines). Right panel: seasonal periods versus mean brightness (error bars show
the FWHMs of the periodogram peaks).

the LS periodograms in Fig. 15 could be caused by such an indirect
effect of latitudinal differential rotation.

To isolate the rotation periods of individual spot complexes vi-
sually detected in Fig. 16, we have generated LS periodograms for
11 seasons marked in Fig. 14, in a way similar to the partition-
ing done by Ioannidis & Schmitt (2016). The selection of seasons
is consistent with the emergence and disappearance of major spot
regions in Fig. 12. We detected single peaks close to the orbital pe-
riod for each season and noticed that they lie within the range of the
multiple peaks near the orbital period in Fig. 18(b). The left panel
of Fig. 19 shows the time variation of the seasonal periods (upper
figure) and the seasonal means of total brightness (lower figure),
showing similarity with the seasonal period variation. However, the
FWHMs of the seasonal periodogram peaks (shaded regions in the
upper figure) are comparable with the period fluctuation in annual
time-scales, hampering further conclusions about a parallelism with
the brightness variation. If this fluctuation is real, then the period
between the three local maxima is about 1.3 yr, which is about the
same as the periodogram peak obtained in Section 4.2 from mean
brightness variations.

In the right panel of Fig. 19, we present the seasonal averages
of relative rotation rate (Section 4.3.1) as a function of the corre-
sponding seasonal period. We find a correlation of −0.53 with a
p-value of 0.10. A possible physical relationship between overall
darkening and the shortening in spot periods is the propagation of
activity towards the equator.

5 D ISCUSSION

We have presented a detailed investigation of activity variations and
differential rotation in the K1-type subgiant component of the close
binary system KIC 11560447, based on practically uninterrupted
Kepler photometry. When focusing on spot patterns and their rota-
tion on the K1IV star, we neglected the contribution of the M-type
red dwarf component, which is responsible for only 3 per cent of
the total luminosity of this close binary system.
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Figure 18. (a) LS periodogram for model-subtracted LC data; grey curves
are for an oversampling factor of 10. The orbital period and its first harmonic
are marked by a thin vertical line. (p1, p2) and (p′

1, p
′
2) denote the first

two strongest peaks near the orbital period, and their corresponding first
harmonics, respectively. The vertical dashed lines show intervals with half-
width 10−4 d around the half-periods. (b) LS periodogram applied to the
simulated drifting spot clusters in Fig. 10(b). The vertical lines from panel
(a) are kept for comparison.

The observed range [p1, p2] of rotation periods corresponds to a
differential rotation of 2.◦77 d−1, which is not far from the estimated
range of 3.◦79 d−1 obtained in Section 4.3.1 using longitudinal shifts.
Fig. 18(b) shows the same period ranges for the thousand-cycle
simulation presented in Fig. 10. The strongest peak corresponds to
about 1.◦9 d−1 (same as the input) relative rotation rate of both spot
clusters, and it is very close to the location of the observed p1 in
Fig. 18(a). The peak in Fig. 18(b) between p′

1 and p′
2 is due to half

the orbital period, and shows that the eclipse effects are not fully
avoided, even though we subtract the model light curve. So, we
add a note of caution concerning the applicability of the method of
Reinhold & Arlt (2015), which they applied to single stars.

Persistent spot activity in pairs of latitudinal bands in the same
rotational hemisphere can lead to low-frequency beats, resembling
dynamo-related cycles. To investigate this possibility, we calculated
limits for the period of such a beat wave, when the frequency pairs
(p1, p2) in Fig. 18(a) and a close pair (p2 and its short-period neigh-
bour) are taken at their face value. This results in a period interval
of (0.7, 3.0) yr, which means that the peaks falling into this range in

Figure 19. Left panel: the upper plot show a time series of the seasonal
periods (FWHMs of the determined peaks in periodograms are shown with
shaded vertical bands) and the lower plot shows the mean system brightness.
The standard deviations of the means are of the order of 10−4 mag (vertical
lines). Right panel: seasonal periods versus mean brightness (error bars show
the FWHMs of the periodogram peaks).

the LS periodograms in Fig. 15 could be caused by such an indirect
effect of latitudinal differential rotation.

To isolate the rotation periods of individual spot complexes vi-
sually detected in Fig. 16, we have generated LS periodograms for
11 seasons marked in Fig. 14, in a way similar to the partition-
ing done by Ioannidis & Schmitt (2016). The selection of seasons
is consistent with the emergence and disappearance of major spot
regions in Fig. 12. We detected single peaks close to the orbital pe-
riod for each season and noticed that they lie within the range of the
multiple peaks near the orbital period in Fig. 18(b). The left panel
of Fig. 19 shows the time variation of the seasonal periods (upper
figure) and the seasonal means of total brightness (lower figure),
showing similarity with the seasonal period variation. However, the
FWHMs of the seasonal periodogram peaks (shaded regions in the
upper figure) are comparable with the period fluctuation in annual
time-scales, hampering further conclusions about a parallelism with
the brightness variation. If this fluctuation is real, then the period
between the three local maxima is about 1.3 yr, which is about the
same as the periodogram peak obtained in Section 4.2 from mean
brightness variations.

In the right panel of Fig. 19, we present the seasonal averages
of relative rotation rate (Section 4.3.1) as a function of the corre-
sponding seasonal period. We find a correlation of −0.53 with a
p-value of 0.10. A possible physical relationship between overall
darkening and the shortening in spot periods is the propagation of
activity towards the equator.

5 D ISCUSSION

We have presented a detailed investigation of activity variations and
differential rotation in the K1-type subgiant component of the close
binary system KIC 11560447, based on practically uninterrupted
Kepler photometry. When focusing on spot patterns and their rota-
tion on the K1IV star, we neglected the contribution of the M-type
red dwarf component, which is responsible for only 3 per cent of
the total luminosity of this close binary system.
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Conclusions 

• Maximum-entropy-based	DoTS	is	successful	in	detecting	spot	clusters	
• Simulations	&	observations:	[two	large	spot	groups	+	DR]	—>	flip-flop	cycles	
• K1IV	component	of	KIC	11560447:		
✦ Recurrent	spot	patterns	cluster	around	0o	and	140o	in	longitude	
✦ Spots	rotate	largely	prograde	up	to	2.4o/d	in	orbital	frame	
✦ Indications	for	solar-like	differential	rotation,		
✦ High	latitudes	synchronised	with	the	orbit	
✦ Axisymmetric	component	of	activity	shows	a	secular	increase,	 

while	the	mean	spot	period	decreases	
✴ equatorward	propagation	of	dynamo	wave	and/or	
✴ strong	polar	accumulation	of	dark	spots

Time	domain	(values	relative	to	Ωorb)	
• Linear	fits	to	spot	drifts	in	longitude	
• Mean	relative	rotation:	0.55±0.13	o/d	
• Relative	rotation	rates:	[-1.35,	2.44]	o/d

Frequency	domain	(values	relative	to	Ωorb)	
• LS	periodogram	of	entire	light	curve	

(eclipses	eliminated)	
• Range	of	peaks:	2.77	o/d	
• Range	of	rotation	rates:	[-1.35,	2.44]	d-1	

• Type	of	DR:	solar-like	(faster	equator),	
using	Reinhold	&	Arlt’s	(2015)	method	

• 2-cluster	simulation:	compatible	drift	rate

Reference:	Özavcı	et	al.	2018	MNRAS	474,	5534

• Differentially	rotating	spot	clusters		
• Extensive	tests:	inversions	can	

reconstruct	3-4	spot	groups	per	light	
curve	

• Flip-flop	‘cycles’	can	be	a	pure	DR	effect!	
• Spontaneous	occurence	of	random	

conglomerations	recovered	as	a	single	
large	spot

observation

simulation

Secular	change	in	period	and	brightness	
• Seasonal	periods	&	brightness	decrease	

in	4	years,	hinting	at	formation	of	polar	
caps	and/or	equatorward	migration
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Figure 7. Surface maps of spot occupancy and their longitudinal and lat-
itudinal profiles, for an example input distribution with random locations
(upper panel) and the corresponding DoTS reconstruction (lower panel).

(with the same properties otherwise as the first simulation) and
added two large spot groups consisting of 20 spots each, with the
same mean contrast level as the background spots, but with radii
ranging between 4◦ and 7◦, so that their mean surface area is larger
by a factor of about 3. The longitudinal separation of the two spot
clusters is chosen to be 100◦ and they are both centred at the equator.
They are shifted towards increasing longitudes (prograde) with a
rate of 1◦ per orbital revolution for both clusters (∼1.◦9 d−1), while
the spots keep their size and relative locations within each group.
The light curve was generated again with the LC sampling rate. An
example input map and the corresponding reconstruction are shown
in Fig. 9. Here, migrating spot groups are visible around 110◦ and
210◦ longitudes.

Figs 10(a) and (b) show the input and reconstructed maps of
drifting clusters for 103 simulations. The capability of DoTS in
tracking the spot clusters upon a randomly changing, homogeneous
background of small-scale spots is evident. While the clusters are
trespassing the primary eclipse zone, there is an apparent conglom-
eration in subsequent reconstructions, owing to an insufficient sam-
pling rate. Fig. 10 shows PDFs corresponding to the input and
output maps and showing similar large-scale distributions, mainly
reflecting the time-averaged longitudinal coverage of the drifting
spot clusters.

To measure the drift rate of the spot clusters, we fitted lines
to blindly selected sections of the tracks in Fig. 10(b) (see also
Section 4.3.1) and we estimated an average of 1.◦89 ± 0.◦16 d−1,
which is very close to the imposed rate, shown by continuous par-
allel lines in Fig. 10(b). Opposite longitudinal hemispheres exhibit
modulation of mean spot occupancy in antiphase, analogous to the
‘flip-flop cycles’ observed for some active close binaries (Berdyug-
ina 2005). Here, we show that the effect can be solely led by the

Figure 8. Input (a) and reconstructed (b) longitudinal maps of relative
spot occupancy on the K1IV star, where orbital cycles are modelled with
random spot distributions. To enhance visibility, the plots in the main panels
are extended for a quarter period in each longitudinal direction (shaded
regions). The right panels show the mean relative spot occupancy for the
visible hemisphere centred at longitudes of 90◦ (orange) and 270◦ (blue),
and their sum (black offset by +0.002). (c) The PDFs obtained from the
above maps (input above, reconstructed below).

steady azimuthal migration of long-lived spot clusters in the orbital
frame of reference, owing to differential rotation.

Further tests with the same time range have shown that up to three
well-separated spot clusters can be recovered reliably, whereas four
clusters are only partially recovered in most cases. Furthermore,
rotationally invariant additional spots (e.g. polar caps) do not tend
to yield spurious longitudes. However, we note that mismatches in
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Figure 7. Surface maps of spot occupancy and their longitudinal and lat-
itudinal profiles, for an example input distribution with random locations
(upper panel) and the corresponding DoTS reconstruction (lower panel).

(with the same properties otherwise as the first simulation) and
added two large spot groups consisting of 20 spots each, with the
same mean contrast level as the background spots, but with radii
ranging between 4◦ and 7◦, so that their mean surface area is larger
by a factor of about 3. The longitudinal separation of the two spot
clusters is chosen to be 100◦ and they are both centred at the equator.
They are shifted towards increasing longitudes (prograde) with a
rate of 1◦ per orbital revolution for both clusters (∼1.◦9 d−1), while
the spots keep their size and relative locations within each group.
The light curve was generated again with the LC sampling rate. An
example input map and the corresponding reconstruction are shown
in Fig. 9. Here, migrating spot groups are visible around 110◦ and
210◦ longitudes.

Figs 10(a) and (b) show the input and reconstructed maps of
drifting clusters for 103 simulations. The capability of DoTS in
tracking the spot clusters upon a randomly changing, homogeneous
background of small-scale spots is evident. While the clusters are
trespassing the primary eclipse zone, there is an apparent conglom-
eration in subsequent reconstructions, owing to an insufficient sam-
pling rate. Fig. 10 shows PDFs corresponding to the input and
output maps and showing similar large-scale distributions, mainly
reflecting the time-averaged longitudinal coverage of the drifting
spot clusters.

To measure the drift rate of the spot clusters, we fitted lines
to blindly selected sections of the tracks in Fig. 10(b) (see also
Section 4.3.1) and we estimated an average of 1.◦89 ± 0.◦16 d−1,
which is very close to the imposed rate, shown by continuous par-
allel lines in Fig. 10(b). Opposite longitudinal hemispheres exhibit
modulation of mean spot occupancy in antiphase, analogous to the
‘flip-flop cycles’ observed for some active close binaries (Berdyug-
ina 2005). Here, we show that the effect can be solely led by the

Figure 8. Input (a) and reconstructed (b) longitudinal maps of relative
spot occupancy on the K1IV star, where orbital cycles are modelled with
random spot distributions. To enhance visibility, the plots in the main panels
are extended for a quarter period in each longitudinal direction (shaded
regions). The right panels show the mean relative spot occupancy for the
visible hemisphere centred at longitudes of 90◦ (orange) and 270◦ (blue),
and their sum (black offset by +0.002). (c) The PDFs obtained from the
above maps (input above, reconstructed below).

steady azimuthal migration of long-lived spot clusters in the orbital
frame of reference, owing to differential rotation.

Further tests with the same time range have shown that up to three
well-separated spot clusters can be recovered reliably, whereas four
clusters are only partially recovered in most cases. Furthermore,
rotationally invariant additional spots (e.g. polar caps) do not tend
to yield spurious longitudes. However, we note that mismatches in
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